
Family Creativity

Happy Mom's Dad's Day!
Greeting Cards Workshop

by Olga Verasen

When we find some time in our daily to-do list for creativity,
we create the opportunity to connect with our amazing inner world that has no limits . . .

A handmade gift always gives a special warmth. Greeting Cards made from the hands of a child in honor of a 
Mom or Dad helps the child develop the family and human value of gratitude from creativity. It is also a 
wonderful opportunity for parents to create for their own Mom and Dad!



About Greeting Cards Workshop

•The workshop features simple techniques that are easily mastered.
•The result of each workshop will be a finished work of creativity.
•All creativity supplies are non-toxic, ecologically safe.
•Individual workstations include drop cloth, tools, and examples.
Social and health responsibility, COVID -19: masks, sanitizers, and gloves are available. All participants will be 
located 6’ from each other. Parents are responsible for their children’s activity and social communication.



•Two-hour workshop
•All the creativity supplies are included.
•Pricing either fixed group price for payment or for each family-participant.

Each family also has a present "Creativity Kit" with creativity supplies and sample from one Family Wizard's 
Workshop family creativity branch.



What is unique about Olga's Creativity Workshops

Traditional training systems are based on the left brain which slows the creative process. Creativity 
workshops are based on methodology that encourages the right side of the brain. The right hemisphere has 
an excellent sense of space and shape. By developing activities through right-brain creativity, we directly tap 
into our unique talents and abilities.

In our day-to-day life, our left hemisphere dominates. However, when our brain hemispheres are in harmony, 
our performance improves, and the speed and quality of our decision-making increases.
Inspiration and harmony, applied to all areas of activity, improves the quality of our lives.

Olga says, "I will not be a Teacher and you will not be a Student. We will be together on a journey of 
creativity. I will share my experience to support and encourage your Creative Way."

Inspiration and harmony, applied to all areas of activity, improves the quality of our lives

About Olga

Writer, artist, educator. Happy wife, mother of three, and grandmother 
of two.

 Olga and her husband, Joff, live in Charlotte, NC.
 Olga has experience in creativity communication with children and 

parents for over 20 years. She believes that creativity supports 
developing our unique abilities and talents based on strong family and 
the best human values.

 Olga believes that a happier world becomes by each of us and from 
each happy family. This is what inspires her to create books, artwork 
and creativity programs

Welcome

to Greeting Cards Workshop

Happy Mom's Dad's Day

https://olgaverasen.com/contact/


If Greeting Cards gives you joy, please see more opportunities:

Family Workshops

Olga's experience

© Olga Verasen. All right reserved.

https://olgaverasen.com/family-creativity-events/
https://olgaverasen.com/about-olga/
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